Join us for a student conversation with Prof. Roth, who will discuss several key propositions, such as:

- Torture denotes more than rape, but the atrocities are closely related and intertwined.
- Rape-as-torture can become policy, especially in war and genocide.
- If the emerging international norm called the responsibility to protect (R2P) gained traction it could curb if not eliminate rape/torture as a weapon of war and genocide.
- Where rape-as-policy and the torture it entails are concerned, how can “a sense of urgency and reality” about that devastation be bolstered?

John K. Roth is the Edward J. Sexton Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and the Founding Director of the Center for the Study of the Holocaust, Genocide, and Human Rights (now the Mgrublian Center for Human Rights) at Claremont McKenna College. His books include *Approaches to Auschwitz, Ethics During and After the Holocaust*, *The Oxford Handbook of Holocaust Studies*, and *The Failures of Ethics: Confronting the Holocaust, Genocide, and Other Mass Atrocities*. 

February 23, 2016 | 12:45-2 PM | 297 Boalt Hall

*Lunch Provided, Cal ID required for entry*  
*RSVP here or email us at mshemtov@law.berkeley.edu*